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Writing declarative models, e.g., designs, is a key part of 

software development for critical systems

Design flaws that go undetected into later stages of

development can be very costly to fix

Analyzing designs provides an effective methodology to build

higher quality designs and more dependable systems

Researchers have made much progress in analyzable design 

languages that share the spirit of model checking

However, writing designs correctly remains challenging for 

practitioners

• Unfamiliar syntax and semantics of design languages

• Rudimentary code authoring facilities of toolsets
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Problem



Thesis is that it is feasible to facilitate testing designs

in the spirit of widely-used testing techniques

• E.g., xUnit frameworks for imperative/OO programs

Focus is on writing designs in the Alloy modeling language

– a declarative, first-order language based on relations

• Alloy analyzer (SAT) finds desired valuations of relations

Overarching goal is two-fold:

• Facilitate writing correct Alloy models for users who know

how to write imperative code but may be new to Alloy

• Enable more effective testing and debugging of models

• Provide a framework that allows adapting techniques

that are effective for imperative code
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Vision
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xUnit: Test automation – imperative/OO

static int min(int x, int y) {

if (x < y) {

return x;

}

return y;

}

@Test public void lt() {

int result = min(0, 1);

assertTrue (result == 0);

}

if (x < y) {

return x;

}

return y;

Developer Tool

Test execution [JUnit]

Code coverage [Emma]
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Developer Tool

Constraint solving (SAT)

for valuation generation

Unsatisfiable cores when

no solution found

Alloy toolset from Jackson’s group at MIT

sig Node {

link: lone Node

}

pred Acyclic() {

all n: Node | n !in n.^link 

}

run Acyclic



Declarative test cases

and test execution

Model coverage criteria and subsumption
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The vision

AUnit: Test automation – declarative (Alloy)

test: <        , run Acyclic>

test: <                , run !Acyclic>   

test: <                    , run Acyclic>



Laid the foundation of AUnit, a novel test automation

framework for Alloy

Defined declarative test cases (à la unit tests for imperative

code) and model coverage (à la code coverage)

• Blend the spirit of traditional logic-based coverage

with the relational nature of Alloy models

• E.g., test requirements for a universally quantified

formula include: 1) False; 2) True – vacuously;

3) True – for a non-empty universe; and ...

Reduced test execution and coverage computation to 

evaluation of Alloy formulas (without SAT solving)

Defined eight model coverage criteria and a subsumption

relation among them
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AUnit: Foundation
[Sullivan+SPIN’14, Sullivan-UT-MS’14]
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Singly-linked acyclic lists – model

Signature: set of atoms

field link: Node x Node

lone – partial function

Predicate: parameterized formula

that can be invoked

Command: defines a constraint-

solving problem, e.g., run

a predicate to find an instance

Also, fact and assert paragraphs,

and check commands

sig Node {

link: lone Node

}

pred Acyclic() {

all n: Node | n !in n.^link 

}

run Acyclic

// scope: 3 (implicit)
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Singly-linked acyclic lists – valuations

sig Node {

link: lone Node

}

pred Acyclic() {

all n: Node | n !in n.^link 

}

run Acyclic

// scope: 3 (implicit)

Node = {}

link = {}

3 example instances

3 invalid valuations



Let m = <S, F, P, A, C> be an Alloy model

• S: signatures (and fields); F: facts; P: predicates; 

A: assertions; and C: commands

Definition 1. A test case for m is a pair <σ, ρ> where σ is a

valuation for all relations in S and ρ is a command

Definition 2. A test case t = <σ, ρ> passes if σ is a solution to

the constraint-solving problem for ρ; otherwise, t fails
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AUnit: Declarative test cases
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Example: Test case with 3 passing tests

sig Node {

link: lone Node

}

pred Acyclic() {

all n: Node | n !in n.^link

}

test: <               , run Acyclic>

test: <                , run !Acyclic>   

test: <                    , run Acyclic>

Node = {}

link = {}
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Example: Writing a test case in Alloy

sig Node {

link: lone Node

}

pred Acyclic() {

all n: Node | n !in n.^link

}

test: <                    , run Acyclic>

pred Valuation() {

some disj n0, n1, n2: Node { 

Node = n0 + n1 + n2

link = n0 -> n2 + n1 -> n2

}

}

test: run {

Valuation and Acyclic

}
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Example: Faulty model – overconstrained

sig Node {

link: Node // default: one

}

pred Acyclic() {

all n: Node | n !in n.^link

}

test: <               , run Acyclic>

test: <                , run !Acyclic>   

test: <                    , run Acyclic>

Node = {}

link = {}
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Example: Faulty model – underconstrained

sig Node {

link: set Node

}

pred Acyclic() {

all n: Node | n !in n.^link

}

test: <               , run Acyclic>

test: <                , run !Acyclic>   

test: <                    , run Acyclic>

Node = {}

link = {}

Can add another test to disallow

valuation with >1 next nodes, e.g.,



Definition 3. The coverage obtained for test t = <σ, ρ> is a 

pair of maps <π, ω> where

• π maps each Alloy expression w.r.t. command ρ to the

set(s) of tuples it evaluates to for valuation σ

• ω maps each Alloy formula w.r.t. command ρ to the

boolean value(s) it evaluates to for valuation σ
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AUnit: Coverage computation

Node={Node0, Node1}

link={Node1->Node0}

^link={Node1->Node0}

n.link=<{}, {Node0}>

n.^link=<{}, {Node0}>

"all n: Node | lone n.link"=true

"all n: Node | n !in n.^link"=true

"lone n.link"=true

"n !in n.^link"=true



Four sets of coverage requirements – three based on

Alloy expressions and one based on formulas

R0 – for each signature s ϵ S: 1) |s| = 0; 2) |s| = 1; 3) |s| ≥ 2

R1 – for each relation r ϵ S: 1) |r| = 0; 2) |r| = 1; 3) |r| ≥ 2

R2 – for each expression e: 1) |e| = 0; 2) |e| = 1; 3) |e| ≥ 2

R3 – for each formula f: 1) f is true; 2) f is false

• If f is quantified formula “Q x: d | b”, there are 6 more

requirements: 1) |d| = 0; 2) |d| = 1 and b is true; 

3) |d| = 1 and b is false;

4) |d| ≥ 2 and b is true for each atom in d;

5) |d| ≥ 2 and b is false for each atom in d; and

6) |d| ≥ 2, b is true for at least 1 atom in d, and b is false

for at least 1 atom in d
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AUnit: Coverage requirements



Signature coverage (SC): R0

Relation coverage (RC): R0 U R1

Expression coverage (EC): 

R0 U R1 U R2

Fact coverage (FaC): 

R3 restricted to fact formulas

Pred coverage (PC): 

R3 restricted to predicate formulas

Assert coverage (AC): 

R3 restricted to assert formulas

Formula coverage (FC): R3

Model coverage (MC): EC U FC
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AUnit: Coverage criteria



Signature coverage (SC): R0

Relation coverage (RC): R0 U R1

Expression coverage (EC): 

R0 U R1 U R2

Fact coverage (FaC): 

R3 restricted to fact formulas

Pred coverage (PC): 

R3 restricted to predicate formulas

Assert coverage (AC): 

R3 restricted to assert formulas

Formula coverage (FC): R3

Model coverage (MC): EC U FC
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AUnit: Subsumption of coverage criteria



Coverage-driven test generation (fewer cases to inspect)

Mutation testing for Alloy [Wang-UT-MS’15, Sullivan+ICST’17]

• Mutation operators (e.g., “one”  “lone”)

• Equivalent mutant checking (bounded) using SAT

Debugging Alloy, e.g., using UNSAT core with test failure(s)
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AUnit: Some applications

sig Node {

link: Node // default: one

}

pred Acyclic() {

all n: Node | n !in n.^link

}

test: <                    , run Acyclic>

sig Node {

link: Node // default: one

}

pred Acyclic() {

all n: Node | n !in n.^link

}



Consider modeling state updates, e.g., removing an element

from a list need pre- and post-state

Two prior techniques

• Additional state type

• Relation duplication

One new technique

• Parameterization
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This paper: techniques for modeling state

abstract sig State {}

sig Node {

link: Node -> State

}

...

sig Node {

link: lone Node,

link’: lone Node

}

...

sig Node {}

pred Acyclic(link: Node->Node) {

...

}

...



Used 4 core models – 2 data structures and 2 from the

standard Alloy distribution

These base models provide 11 constraint-solving problems

with different complexities for quantitative comparison

For simple problems (<500ms), no practical difference

among three techniques

For complex problems (>500ms), parameterization technique

allows fastest solving

However, parameterization models are hard to read and

manually write

Future work to automate translation between different kinds

of state models
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Comparison of techniques



AUnit introduces a foundation for testing and debugging

declarative models written in Alloy

• Defines test case, test execution, and model coverage

• Is inspired by the spirit of testing imperative code

The AUnit foundation allows defining for declarative models

well-studied traditional techniques

• Test generation

• Mutation testing

• Debugging

This paper compares three techniques for modeling state

changes in Alloy and AUnit

AUnit provides a promising basis for more effective testing

and debugging of declarative models
22

Summary


